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Forest History Today is published by the Forest History Society to keep readers apprised of the best forest history writing and of FHS activities. Please email article proposals to Jamie Lewis at: james.lewis@foresthistory.org.
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Articles appearing in this journal are abstracted and indexed in HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS and AMERICA: HISTORY AND LIFE.

Support the Society!

The Forest History Society is the international leader in the collection, preservation, interpretation, and dissemination of forest and conservation history, and the primary contact for inquiries from around the world. It is our mission—and passion—to help people around the world use the documents of forest history.

You can join hundreds of others who support this crucial work by contributing to or joining the Forest History Society. Your contribution supports these core programs:

- **LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES:** The Society uses its searchable databases and its own holdings (which include more than 12,000 books and 30,000 photos) to assist scholars and the general public worldwide.
- **RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION:** FHS engages in comprehensive, original research that leads to book- and article-length publications, films, and curriculum materials.
- **EDUCATION AND OUTREACH:** FHS uses its materials for educational programs. The Society’s free online curricula brings forest and conservation history into the classroom. A suite of online resources brings historical information to a global audience.
- **ORAL HISTORY:** Oral histories help us to document and understand the contributions of people who otherwise remain silent in historical records. FHS has conducted more than 300 interviews with leaders and workers in forest-related industries and conservation.
- **COPUBLICATION** of Environmental History with the American Society for Environmental History.

**MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS INCLUDE:**
- *Forest History Today*, an illustrated magazine with articles and reviews of interest
- *Environmental History*, the leading journal for forest and conservation history
- *Forest Timeline*, our e-newsletter, that keeps you informed of the latest FHS news
- Discount on joint membership with the American Society for Environmental History
- The satisfaction of knowing you’re helping preserve a critical part of the world’s history and our forest heritage

Visit [ForestHistory.org/support](http://ForestHistory.org/support) to join or support the Society!